Abstract: In this paper the usage of Bluetooth in networked control systems is described. ACL links and commonly used serial port profile built on top of ACL links are analyzed and their problems such as unpredictable latency are discovered. SCO link packet scheduling, latency estimation and setup procedure are examined. SCO link is suggested as proper link for NCS, due to its low latency and low variance. Smith predictor use for latency compensation is described and its impact on control performance is estimated. A number of experiments on DC motor position control are performed and control performance of system utilizing SCO link with and without Smith predictor is proved to be higher than control performance of system utilizing ACL link.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NCS (Networked Control Systems) are a feedback control systems where information from the sensors and the controllers is sent over electronic communication network [1], as shown in Fig. 1. Their existence comes from requirement of distance separation between controller, sensors and actuators due to environment scale, hazard conditions, remoteness of expert (remote surgery), etc.

RS-422/485 networks with various protocols like Modbus, Profibus or proprietary ones available from 1970s have been used widely in industry, CAN (Controller Area Networks) utilized by DeviceNet, CANOpen and other protocols have been used widely since 1987. In the last decade Ethernet networks with TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) or UDP (User Datagram Protocol) protocols became popular due to spread of Internet. These are mature technologies, but they are wired. However it is not rare for experiment to be quickly performed on-site where all sensors and actuators are placed temporarily and then removed. In that case a mess of wires is undesired and sometimes it even cannot be afforded, as in case of remote-controlled helicopter which obviously has to be wireless controlled.

There are a number of wireless technologies available in market. The most widespread are WiFi (802.11*), cellular (GSM, CDMA, LTE, etc.) and Bluetooth networks due to their public use. ZigBee, raw IEEE 802.15.4 standard based networks and a number of other ones can be found less often. A number of deficiencies can be seen in each technology if applied to NCS. For example, WiFi requires a lot of power, cellular networks require presence of mobile operator, ZigBee doesn’t have low latency by design and compatibility between various vendors [2], etc. Bluetooth has some deficiencies as well, like complicated connection setup, though improved in v3.0 of the standard. While there are so many wireless technologies and all of them have some deficiencies, the Bluetooth seems to be promising technology for wireless control. One of the reasons for that is that the FHSS (Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum) technology utilized by Bluetooth is proven to be usable for remote control. The worldwide leader of RC (Remote Controlled) models – Futaba, introduced controllers and receivers utilizing FHSS in 2.4GHz range in 2010. These controllers have been accepted by RC modeling community positively and in this paper the method to achieve high performance of Bluetooth-based controller by utilizing Bluetooth audio channel is discussed.

There are a number of papers utilizing Bluetooth for NCS. But typically experiments in them are performed using SPP (Serial Port Profile) that works on top of ACL (Asynchronous Connectionless) Bluetooth link [3,4]. The main reason for SPP use is implementation simplicity letting parties communicate with each other as they would do being connected by serial cable. But SPP introduces non-linearity into communication process, grouping incoming data bytes in unpredictable way, thus splitting data packets between network packets or combining several data packets into single network packet.

그림 1. 네트워크 제어시스템 블록도.

Fig. 1. A block diagram of an NCS.
Another deficiency is packet retransmission that leads to growth of latency and its variation. Also there is a drawback of ACL link that if the packet sent from master is corrupted and thus lost, then the packet from slave cannot be sent. Aforesaid leads to Bluetooth-aware control implementation, and to SCO (Synchronous Connection-Oriented) link. Idea of possibility of SCO link utilization was proposed back in 2000 [5], but was passed over.

In [6], Nilsson analyses several important features of NCSs. Nilsson’s work standardized a few basic assumptions, which are used throughout this work. First, sensors are always assumed to be time-driven, that is, the plant output is sampled periodically. Second, actuators are event-driven, and therefore apply control signals as soon as they are received. The actuator also holds the last received control signal until a new one is received. Finally, the controller is also event-driven, meaning that the control signal is calculated as soon as a sensor value is received.

This paper consists of several sections, starting with Bluetooth standard description focused on SCO links and latencies. After the Bluetooth description the paper is continued with control problem caused by network latencies and explanation of solution is given in couple with experiments. Then paper is closed by conclusion.

II. BLUETOOTH FOR NCS

Bluetooth [7] is an open wireless technology standard for exchanging data over short distances. Originally it was designed as a wireless alternative to RS-232 data cables in 1994.

1. Bluetooth Standard

Bluetooth piconet consists of single master and up to 7 slaves. Communication is performed only between master and slaves, slaves cannot communicate to each other. Single-slave communication provides lower latency and higher throughput between 2 devices, thus the following focuses on that case. Also the new features of Bluetooth introduced since v1.1 are not covered, since audio channel communication is used and it wasn’t changed in new standards.

Bluetooth utilizes TDD (Time Division Duplexing) and is half-duplex system, which means that one node transmits while the other node receives and vice-versa. Time is divided into slots that are nominally 625µs in length (1600 slots per second) and numbered with consecutive integers. The master transmits to the slave in even-numbered time slots, and the slave transmits to the master in odd-numbered time slots. Each transmission takes place at a new hopping frequency (there are 79 frequencies available) and a complete packet of data is sent in each time slot. This process is depicted in Fig. 2.

Each packet is allowed up to 366µs for its transmission, equating to a maximum one-slot packet length of 366 bits (payload is 240 bits), due to 1Mbps raw baseband rate. The additional 259µs are used by the radio to change to the next frequency in the hop sequence. During the time nominally needed to perform a hop, no communication occurs in the piconet.

Two different physical links can be established between Bluetooth devices: ACL and SCO links.

The SCO link is a circuit-switched, point-to-point link between a master and single slave. Latency is guaranteed to be a small, fixed value through two methods:
- Packets are scheduled for transmission in specific time slots;
- Packets are never retransmitted.

SCO packets are exchanged in pairs, first from master to slave and then from slave to master, in consecutive time slots. The slave can transmit a packet in its reserved slot even if the master doesn’t transmit in the previous slot, but cannot if the master transmits a packet to a different slave in that slot.

The ACL link is used where data integrity is more important than latency. Packet switching is used on the ACL link, where a packet received with uncorrectable bit errors is usually retransmitted until it is error free. The average number of retransmissions increases with increasing channel BER (Bit-Error Rate), so latency is variable and can occasionally be quite long.

The analogy between ACL and TCP/IP connection and between SCO link and UDP connection can be built. From papers describing NCS based on Ethernet networks [8] it is known that UDP suits control better than TCP/IP. So does SCO link in Bluetooth piconet.

An SCO link is symmetric between a master and a single slave, so slots are reserved to support a 64kbps data rate in each direction. The payload part of a SCO packet has only one field in it, consisting of 240 bits. Single-slave SCO link utilizes HV1 (High-Quality Voice) packets with (3,1) binary repetition code which essentially transmits each bit 3 times, resulting in 80 available bits for data per packet. Simple calculation of $80 \times 1600/2 = 64,000$ (80 data bits per packet multiplied by 1600 Bluetooth time slots and divided by 2 due to half-duplex nature of Bluetooth) leads us to observation that HV1 SCO link fully loads the Bluetooth piconet, occupying all time slots, i.e. we cannot have any other link in presence of such link.

Bluetooth module communicates to host via HCI (Host Controller Interface) transport layer. In this work, we use UART (H4) transport layer, represented by null-modem connection with RTS/CTS (Request to Send/Clear to Send)
The baud rate to be used is manufacturer specific, but clearly, it must be high enough to support the speeds at which the host and module must communicate to keep up with the Bluetooth link itself. The serial port should be configured for eight data bits, no parity, one stop bit, and RTS/CTS hardware flow control.

2. Transmission Latency

Transmission latency is composed of various parts, like UART transport latency, time-slot waiting latency, packet transmission latency, processing time, etc. Bluetooth SCO HV1 packet contains 10 bytes of data. Thus the HV1 HCI data packet contains 13 bytes (3 bytes header + 10 bytes data). UART (H4) transport adds 1 byte packet indicator, resulting in 14 bytes per H4 packet. We hit the limits and perform 800Hz control, thus we need to transmit 14x800=11,200 bytes per second through UART. The byte format is 8n1 (8 data bits, no parity bit, 1 stop bit), thus each byte requires 10 bits (1 start bit + 8 data bits + 1 stop bit), resulting in total 112,000bps rate. The minimum standard bit rate larger than 112,000bps is 115,200bps – that is the minimum acceptable UART rate. The latency in network when using this rate can be estimated.

Transmission latency is composed of sender UART transmission latency, waiting for time slot, baseband transmission latency and receiver UART latency.

UART transmission latency is expressed as

$$T_{uart} = \frac{(10 + 3 + 1) \times (1 + 8 + 1)}{115,200} = \frac{140}{115,200} = 1.22ms$$

(1)

Waiting for transmission slot can take time between 0 and 1.25ms.

$$0 \leq T_w \leq 1.25ms$$

(2)

Baseband transmission will take:

$$T_{bb} = 366\mu s$$

(3)

Thus to transmit single HV1 packet from host to host takes

$$T = 2 \times T_{uart} + T_w + T_{bb} = 2.44ms + [0;1.25]ms + 0.37ms = [2.81; 4.06]ms$$

(4)

In the best case it will take 2.81ms to deliver 10 bytes HV1 packet from master to slave and vice versa. In the worst case, when UART packet arrives to module right after the moment its’ time slot has started, the time delay is increased by time of 2 Bluetooth bandwidth slots, i.e. by 1.25ms.

The RTL (Round-Trip Latency) consists of 2 transmissions latencies and time for control signal calculation at master side, as depicted in Fig. 3. If fast DSP is used at controller side, then ~10ms RTL can be expected. However, due to inefficiencies of implementation this paper operates with ~20ms RTL.

If there is a requirement to control several slaves, HV2 packets can be used to communicate with 2 slaves; in this case master will exchange packets with first slave, in the next period with second slave, and so on. In this case the achievable control frequency is 400Hz and each packet can contain up to 160 bits of data protected by shortened Hamming code. Also HV3 packets can be used to communicate with 3 slaves; in this case the achievable control frequency is 266Hz and each packet can contain up to 240 bits of unprotected data, thus the system utilizing such packets has to introduce own corruption protection of data. In both cases the baseband transmission delay remains the same, because all HV packets fit within one time-slot, however the UART transmission delay and waiting for time-slot values are increased, thus the overall RTL is increased.

III. DESIGN OF NCS

1. Setup of NCS

The distributed control configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The feedback loop consists of three parts: the sensor, the controller and the actuator. The sensor node is time-driven while the controller and actuator are event-driven. The sensor samples the process periodically and sends the measurement values to the controller. Upon receipt, the controller calculates a new control signal and sends it to actuator node which outputs the value. In our setup, the sensor node and actuator node are located in the same hardware unit, called the Remote I/O.

The implementation structure of networked control system is shown in Fig. 4. Bluegiga WT11 Bluetooth modules with custom firmware are used and connected to PC and Remote I/O via UART link. Remote I/O is based on AVR ATmega128 MCU with PWM controlled DC motor driver.
2. DC Motor Controller

The DC motor model is derived during experiment, and has the form of first-order transfer function, where input is torque [N·m], and output is angular velocity [rad/s].

\[
G_m(s) = \frac{1450}{s + 150} \tag{5}
\]

Encoder is used in the role of sensor, thus the plant has integrator block added to the motor block as shown in Fig. 6.

To cope with loop delay Smith predictor [9] is used, which structure is shown in Fig. 7.

The quick, easy way to understand the controller is to assume that the plant model is perfect, i.e., \(G_m(s) = G(s)\), and ignore the feedback from the plant and the feedback from the delayed plant model. Then, the control signal, \(u\), will be the same control signal sent to the plant as if it were controlled in a closed loop without delay. This means that the controller can be designed for the delay-free system, and therefore can have a much more aggressive response. However, because the plant model is not always perfect, the error signal must also include feedback from the plant. The feedback from the plant must be compared to the output of the model, and because the plant has delay, the feedback from the model must also include that delay.

As was mentioned above, single HV1 packet delivers 10 bytes of data. Packets sent from Remote I/O to Controller use 3 bytes out of 10, and have the structure shown in Fig. 8. ID – is sequential number of packet, and Encoder value (16-bit) is split into high and low bytes.

On the other side the packet sent from Controller to Remote I/O contains PWM duty ratio, also 16-bit value split into high and low bytes. There is no ID sent from Remote I/O to Controller. The structure of the packet is shown in Fig. 9.

---

**Fig. 4.** NCS implementation structure.

**Fig. 5.** Remote I/O system and Bluegiga WT11 Bluetooth module.

**Fig. 6.** Plant model: \(T\) – torque, \(\omega\) – angular velocity, \(\alpha\) – output angle.

**Fig. 7.** Smith predictor.

**Fig. 8.** Structure of packet sent from Remote I/O to Controller.
3. Experiments

A number of experiments on system have been performed using single DC motor. A conventional discrete PID controller is used for control.

\[ G(z) = P + \frac{I \cdot T_s \cdot z^{-1}}{1 + N \cdot T_s \cdot z^{-1}} + D \cdot \frac{N}{1 + N \cdot T_s \cdot z^{-1}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

First PID controller is tuned using improved Ziegler-Nichols method [10] for system without latency targeting 2s settling time. Sampling time \( T_s = 1.25 \) ms. The obtained PID parameters are \( P = 0.28, I = 0.004, D = -0.05 \) and filter coefficient \( N = 4.4 \).

Then experiments are performed on wired system. Wired system also has RTL due to UART transmission latency and processing time, but its average is 3 ms and is negligible. Experiment result is shown in Fig. 10.

For Bluetooth SCO link experiments performed with and without Smith predictor, in order to verify its effect. The Smith predictor is configured for 20 ms prediction – same as average RTL of the system. The results of experiments are shown in Fig. 11.

The performance of system with and without Smith predictor is almost identical, due to low latency of SCO link. However system utilizing Smith predictor has smaller overshoot, thus its usage is justified.

Additional experiment has been performed using SPP (Serial Port Profile) of Bluetooth, which is commonly used for Bluetooth based NCSs due to transparency for end-systems, i.e. end-system sends packets like it would send them via wired connection. But SPP uses ACL links and introduces additional layer of logic, improving link reliability on the price of latency increase. Moreover, end-system cannot control packet sending, thus each control/data packet sent by end-systems can be split between Bluetooth baseband packets, introducing additional variation of latency. It was revealed that RTL of Bluetooth system using SPP profile was in [65;95] ms range. Smith predictor’s prediction time is set to 80 ms. Results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 12.

As can be noticed in Fig. 12, due to increased RTL and its’ variation, the overshoot and settling time of the system is increased.

RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) values are calculated for above experiments and shown in Table 1. It can be observed that system utilizing Bluetooth SCO link has performance close to system utilizing serial wired connection. Lower RMSE values of system without Smith predictor are explained by more aggressive response of system to step function.
그림 13. 유선 연결을 통한 3개 DC 모터의 PID 제어.
Fig. 13. PID control for 3 DC motors via wired connection.

그림 14. 블루투스 SCO 링크를 통한 3개 DC 모터의 PID 제어.
Fig. 14. PID control for 3 DC motors via Bluetooth SCO links.

표 2. 3개 DC 모터 제어시의 루트 평균 제곱 위치 오차.
Table 2. Root mean squared position error for 3 DC motor control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Without Smith predictor</th>
<th>With Smith predictor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wired</td>
<td>0.2617 rad</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCO link</td>
<td>0.2759 rad</td>
<td>0.2785 rad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiment with 3 slaves utilizing HV3 packets has been performed. Packets content has been tripled, resulting in (3,1) binary repetition code for corruption protection. Sampling time is tripled as well and results in $T_s=3.75$ms. The PID controller is tuned again targeting 2s settling time. The obtained PID parameters are $P=0.24$, $I=0.004$, $D=-0.05$ and filter coefficient $N=4.4$, it can be noticed that only $P$ parameter is changed.

The wired control system has 9ms average RTL. Results of experiments on wired system are given in Fig. 13 and Table 2. Fig. 13 is almost identical to Fig. 10 due to negligible difference between parameters of single-slave and triple-slave systems.

The Smith predictor for the system is configured for 53ms prediction – the average measured RTL. The results are provided in Fig. 14 and Table 2.

The system with 1 SCO link and system with 3 SCO links outperform the system with 1 ACL link in terms of position overshoot and RMSE.

IV. CONCLUSION

NCSs, their advantages and deficiencies are discussed. Bluetooth ACL and SCO links are described and latency of SCO link is estimated. The SCO link has low latency with small variation due to fixed packet scheduling is verified via experiments. On top of SCO link more simple control algorithms can be used, which can be effectively tuned by engineers. As a proof of aforesaid a number of experiments using PID control of DC motor position were performed. It is shown that performance of wireless control on top of SCO link is close to performance of wired control.

The main disadvantage of SCO link is that typically Bluetooth modules support SCO link only for audio data, while for control purposes the SCO-S link for user data is required, thus it may be required to modify Bluetooth module firmware. Also setup of SCO link involves preceding setup of ACL link, thus the communication establishment procedure of SCO link is more complex and involves good understanding of control flow of Bluetooth. However, achievable 800Hz low-latency control outweighs implementation difficulties.

Packet-drop impact on control system performance was not covered in this paper as it was negligible in given circumstances. However there are situations possible when packet-drop rate is significant and it is the topic for further research.
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